
Jessa Bracelet and Earring Set
Project S608
Designer: Julie Bean

This bracelet and earring set is one of those go-with-everything designs that you will wear over and over again. The pearls

add a touch of classic elegance to the set while the chain links make it more modern and fresh. 

What You'll Need

Antiqued Brass Open Eye Pins 22 Gauge 2 Inch (x50)

SKU: FHP-6287

Project uses 21 pieces

Antiqued Brass Open Jump Rings 4mm 20 Gauge (x100)

SKU: FJR-5470

Project uses 6 pieces

Antiqued Brass Tube Clasp 22mm Three Rings Strands (2)

SKU: FCL-5511

Project uses 1 piece

Dazzle It! Czech Glass Pearls, 8mm Round, 1 Strand, Powder Almond

SKU: BCP-12103

Project uses 1 strand

Antiqued Brass Flower Link & Connector Chain 14.3x5.5mm Bulk By The Foot

SKU: CHA-10002

Project uses 2 feet

Antiqued Brass Fish Hook Earring Hooks (50)

SKU: FEA-3062

Project uses 2 pieces

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-5514] Beadsmith Jewelry Fine Round Nose Micro Pliers, [XTL-5511] Beadsmith

Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose, [XTL-5600] Xuron Sharp Flush Cutter Pliers -

Wire/Soft Flex

Instructions
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This project makes an approximately 7 inch bracelet. If you want a longer bracelet, you have two choices. You can make it longer by adding extra jump

rings near the clasp and creating a small chain of jump rings. Enough jump rings come with your supplies to make at least an extra inch. You can also opt

to purchase a second strand of pearls and create more pearl links.

1. To make this bracelet and earring set, please watch the video: How to Make the Jessa Earrings using Link Connector Chain.  

2. This video will show you how to make the earrings. Please make them as shown in the video. 

3. The video will also show you the construction of the bracelet, please refer to the video and also follow the instructions below. 

4. Create 19 pearl links with eye pins. Separate out 20 (by cutting the jump ring between) chain links. 

5. As seen in the video, create one pearl/chain link segment in the following order: pearl, link, pearl, link, pearl, link, pearl, link, pearl, link, pearl, link, pearl.
Now create two pearl/chain link segments in the following order: link, pearl, link, pearl, link, pearl, link, pearl, link, pearl, link, pearl, link. 

6. Separate the two halves of your tube clasp. Use jump rings to attach the pearl/link chain segments to each side of the clasp. The two chain segments
that end in links should be on the outer two loops of the chain with the segment that ends in pearls in the middle. Please look at the video or photo for
reference. 

7. Enjoy!
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